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On this website, you can find the complete menu of The Pug Greyhound from Harborough. Currently, there
are 8 meals and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What User likes about The Pug Greyhound:
eating here is excellent! not a great selection on menu, but what they do, they do great. produce subtle portion
size and quality. alcoholic drinks wide and varied and makes a great pint of shipyard. decor captures a modern

feeling, but with traditional pub qualities. what covers us here is the personal. the manager are a nice couple with
bags of experience and are great to speak. they lead a young but hard working a... read more. The diner is

accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities, and there is
complimentary WLAN. If the weather are right, you can also be served outside. What User doesn't like about The

Pug Greyhound:
Pictures of the venue and food look amazing on the website. However, disappointed with both. Not much

ambience. The place looked very tired. The waiter was abrupt and lacked finesse. Chicken was tough and the
sauce cold. Presentation was not as shown on the website. Would not return or recommend read more. At The
Pug Greyhound in Harborough you can savor delicious vegetarian courses, that are free from any animal meat

or fish, Lovers of the British cuisine are impressed by the comprehensive selection of traditional dishes and enjoy
the taste of England. Naturally, they also serve you with crisply crunchy pizza, baked straight from the oven in

traditional style, It's possible to chill out at the bar with a freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic
drinks.
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TIRAMISU
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THE ITALIAN
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